
THE OFF-PAINTING METHOD


Here is a brief introduction to the main method I use in my artistic research, in which I look at the materiality 
of digital photography when it is actualized in a situation by the performative gesture. My method is ”off-
painting", meaning that remove the pigment from the digital photo printed on the canvas, by using water 
and a brush. I also collect all the material that has come out of the process. ”Touching an image” in a 
painting event, signifies a new temporal level of engagement with the active state. Because I use a video 
platform (Vimeo) to share situations, the relationship to photography is both highlighted material and less 
haptic. So I try to further develop the off-painting method inside my Theses: The Experimental 
Arrangements at the Shopping Mall. The aim is also to find new ways to understand the materiality of 
photography and painting, by examine how the materiality itself acts as a guiding factor in the creation and 
interpretation of works. The off-painting method invites the viewer through a recognizable concept: the 
artist is a painting a picture. The impression first reinforces the image, which, in a closer review, turns out to 
be something else: the artist paints the picture away from the place and at the place where the photo was 
taken. The image weakens and gives space for new interpretations. 


At a fundamental level, it is about bringing the forces of the event to the public, in the form of visible, slow-
moving images, sounds and other senses. The viewer-listener then participates in that event with his or her 
own senses. One could talk about new kinds of events rather than processes of subjectification: events that 
can be explained by the situations that led to them or those that result from them. They appear for a 
moment and that moment is decisive.


I have started experimenting this method by first with artifacts like a chair, fabric or a door, and then moved 
on to notifications, landscape, and living matter e.g. Barnacle Geese. Off-painting a living things is for me 
like a pretty radical measure. This method is still new and obviously requires many more experiments. I have 
moved the living matter experiments into the future, and currently focused on fossil-time the most 
prominent landmark of Helsinki: Hanasaari Piles of coal. The Finnish government has tabled a proposal to 
prohibit the use of coal for energy production by May 2029. However, I suggest that we will act as catalysts 
for the slow process by using the off-painting method.


So far, there have been 8 total off-paintings (different settings). The recent one was at the visual culture 
seminar in Printmaking department KuvA January 13th 2020. It was off-painting demo inside art institution 
in the presence of ”artist-witnesses”. After that, my intention was to physically demonstrate the off-painting 
method outside the art institution, on the Merihaka Bridge. The participants in the act 9. were PhD students 
from the Academy of Fine Arts and the Theater Academy.


After Act 9. I placed the painted picture in the smoking room of the Theater Academy. There, anyone in the 
room could choose to paint off as long as they wanted.



